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Book. Turning conventional wisdom on its head, The Blue Way
shows why socially progressive companies that make political
contributions to blue politicians and causes outperform red
companies.The idea that progressives are better at businesses
than conservatives will surprise most people - including many
progressives. But as The Blue Way shows, in nearly every sector
of the economy, blue companies are the top performers. As a
result, an investor who places his money in stocks of blue
companies will do better than one who chooses red companies
or who chooses to invest in the market as a whole. In The Blue
Way, Daniel Adamson and Joe Andrew, cofounders of Blue
Investment Management, identify the companies that have the
most progressive social values - fair wages, equal opportunity,
environmental responsibility - and also contribute to progressive
political causes (or are at least neutral). They describe the
portfolio they have built around those companies, which to date
has out-performed the market. Their innovative investment
strategy offers a profitable approach for investors seeking a
principled and successful stock portfolio.But The Blue Way is
also a stirring...
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It in a single of my personal favorite ebook. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am
effortlessly will get a satisfaction of reading a published ebook.
-- Ms. La va da  K r a jcik-- Ms. La va da  K r a jcik

Comprehensive guideline for book lovers. It can be filled with knowledge and wisdom I realized this publication from
my dad and i suggested this pdf to find out.
-- Ted Schum m-- Ted Schum m
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